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Abstracts

The Taxi Market size is estimated at USD 278.65 billion in 2024, and is expected to

reach USD 432.56 billion by 2029, growing at a CAGR of 9.01% during the forecast

period (2024-2029).

The taxi market has undergone substantial transformations in recent years, influenced

by technological advancements, changing consumer preferences, and evolving

regulatory landscapes. Taxis, once primarily hailed on the streets, have witnessed a

significant shift toward app-based ride-hailing services. Companies like Uber, Lyft, and

Didi Chuxing have disrupted traditional taxi models, introducing convenient and efficient

ways for passengers to book rides using mobile applications.

The emergence of ride-hailing services has been a game-changer in the taxi industry.

These services connect passengers with drivers through smartphone apps, offering

benefits such as real-time tracking, cashless payments, and user ratings. The

convenience and transparency provided by these platforms have contributed to their

widespread adoption, challenging the traditional taxi dispatch system. However, this

shift has also sparked debates regarding fair competition, driver rights, and regulatory

concerns in various regions.

With a growing emphasis on sustainability, the taxi market is experiencing a shift toward

electric vehicles (EVs). Many taxi operators and ride-hailing companies are

incorporating electric or hybrid vehicles into their fleets to reduce carbon emissions and

promote environmentally friendly transportation. Government incentives and regulations

aimed at curbing air pollution further encourage the adoption of electric taxis, marking a

significant step towards a more sustainable taxi industry.
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Over the long term, the taxi industry is expected to grow due to increasing

demand for ride-hailing and ride-sharing services, increasing demand from online taxi

booking channels, and an increase in the cost of vehicle ownership. Compared to other

modes of transportation, increasing traffic congestion and low taxi fares are the other

major factors driving the taxi market.

However, the development of the industry is hampered by improvements in public

transit and differing government laws on taxi services in different nations worldwide. The

rise of eco-friendly electric cab services is likely to provide an attractive potential for

market expansion between 2024 and 2029.

Asia-Pacific is expected to witness a considerable growth rate in the target market. This

is due to the fact that the region is home to 60% of the world's population, with India and

China contributing significantly to the region having the highest working population in

the world.

Taxi Market Trends

Online Bookings are Driving the Market

One of the primary factors fueling the market's growth is the increased usage of online

cab booking platforms, mostly because of the convenience they provide to clients. They

also offer simple online payment options and the flexibility of choosing the pick-up and

drop-off locations.

The ease of booking through the app has significantly attracted customers to prefer

online booking over offline booking, owing to the increasing penetration of the internet

and smartphones worldwide. Additionally, the availability of information on an app, like

tracking the driver position, pre-estimated ride fare, driver contact, and vehicle details,

has further increased the customer preference for online booking.

Many major operators, such as Grab, Uber, and Ola, provide ride-sharing options

(which offer a fare-splitting option among co-passengers) in certain regions, capturing

the increasing demand for low taxi fare services among customers. Operators are

adopting the same strategy and incorporating the ride-sharing option in their app

development to sustain the growing trend of ride-sharing services.

For instance, in Vietnam, Mai Linh, one of the country's major taxi operators, focuses on

providing ride-sharing services to overcome the country's mobility challenges, like traffic
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congestion and population. The company partnered with Kyyti Group to launch a ride-

sharing service in Vietnam in the future.

However, with the surge in demand for online taxis, governments are implementing

strict guidelines for taxi aggregators to regulate their prices. For instance,

In January 2024, the Karnataka government implemented standardized fares for online

taxi services such as Ola and Uber, as well as other taxi services operating within the

state. This initiative is designed to tackle prevalent issues of overcharging in city taxi

services and establish a consistent fare system across the board.

Asia-Pacific is Expected to Grow at a Significant Pace in the Taxi Market

Asia-Pacific has been dominating the taxi industry, accounting for about half of the taxi

market. Key elements fueling the rise of motorcycle/bike ride-hailing services in Asia-

Pacific are increasing traffic congestion and inexpensive taxi fares compared to other

means of transportation. As the region is home to 60% of the world's population, its ride-

hailing industry is substantial and developing rapidly.

In Asia-Pacific, the taxi industry is expanding rapidly. Players like DiDi Chuxing, Ola,

and Onda are capitalizing on Asia-Pacific's high smartphone penetration rate. They are

gaining market share by utilizing cutting-edge technology and innovation. Major South

Asian cab service providers are increasing the competition in regional marketplaces

while growing internationally. Didi Chuxing, a Chinese taxi company, launched

operations in Mexico, Australia, Costa Rica, Japan, and several other countries. Ola,

the Indian market leader, operates in Australia, New Zealand, and the United Kingdom.

China has the world's largest taxi market as it is the most populous country. Taxis

gradually became a necessary service due to their flexibility, comfort, high availability,

and end-mile connection.

India also has a huge taxi market after China. The taxi industry is changing continuously

(even every quarter) due to the different socio-economic and political situations arising

in the country. Pooling/sharing of taxis in the country saw huge demand. Bike taxis are

also gaining popularity in the Indian market.

In 2023, Rapido officially announced its entry into the cab aggregation space with the
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launch of ‘Rapido Cabs.’ The company already provides bike taxis and auto (three-

wheeler) passengers to its customers. The addition of a cab service brings Rapido

closer to competition with market leaders Ola and Uber. EV-based BluSmart and

InDrive are also trying to tap into the market but have a relatively smaller presence in

the market.

With a high demand for cabs, especially in tier one and metro cities, the online cab

market is changing with the entry of bike taxis into the market, which are much more

affordable than cabs and provide easy maneuvering in traffic congestion. Thus, the bike

taxi market is expected to grow rapidly in the coming years.

Taxi Industry Overview

Some of the major players in the taxi market are Uber, Grab, Lyft, and Ola. Uber's main

strategy for expanding its business is to focus on upcoming technologies like automated

driving vehicles.

Turkey's urban mobility landscape is undergoing a significant transformation, as

evidenced by the latest strategic move by Marti Technologies Inc. In February 2024, the

company, renowned for its comprehensive range of transportation services, introduced

a taxi-hailing feature in Istanbul, signaling a new phase in its efforts to streamline urban

transit.

The 7th Avenue Taxi Rank Association unveiled an innovative cashless payment

system on Friday, 1 March, a notable advancement in local public transportation.

Key players in the industry are investing hugely in technology. Uber and DiDi Chuxing

are working on self-driving cars to enhance the customer experience. In India, there has

been a surge in the number of customers opting for outstation services. Thus, Ola,

Meru, and Prydo are offering value-added services to their customers at very

competitive prices. Ola partnered with Apple Music and other music and video

streaming services for its Prime Play service.

Additional Benefits:

The market estimate (ME) sheet in Excel format
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